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Configurer utorrent avec vpn

uTorrent is a bitTorrent-type software. It's a protocol that allows you to quickly download large files using simultaneous exchange and transfer (p2p), so it follows the rules; To start downloading you need a tracker file that you can download from torrent links sites. In order to work well, you have to
customize uTorrent according to your internet line, which is unique to each person (Adls, fiber, distance, unbundling, 4g router, Vpn...). Don't worry about it. uTorrent has a user-friendly interface that allows easy grip. Contrary to what the French think, HADOPI is far from dead. Below are the figures for
2019! Find the full NEWSLETTER in PDF. To get around HADOPI, the only way is to use a VPN to change your IP address. This is a legitimate and fundamental right. We recommend NordVPN for as little as 3.17 euros per month for the Premium service. Satisfied or returned 30jrs and then stop !!!! Visit
NordVPN Avis NordVPN Tuto NordVPN Download uTorrent To begin with, download uTorrent at source if you haven't ( . Once installed on your computer, start uTorrent. Click on the Options menu and then the Preference button. The general tab On the left side of the new window, click on the General
tab. Then you'll have to check the following boxes (and stop others if you don't want to). Integrate Windows to run uTorrent for the Windows environment to run uTorrent to run Windows. Minimize the window (Reducing uTorrent in the taskbar). Check the association (combines torrent trackers with
uTorrent). Updates - Privacy (Automatically check and install updates) Notify updates. Send out details when checking updates. Use your password. When downloaded (at the time of download) Add .! read incomplete files (this allows you to distinguish them from full files). Sleep prevention (to avoid
crashing). Pre-distribute file space (this feature allows you to reserve the space you need to download files, you're sure you won't run from space). Then click Apply. Tab's user interface settings This tab is just a matter of taste, so you check or stop what you want and click Apply. Personally, I prefer to
leave it all by default... Tab Catalogs This is where you need to step in order to get a quick and easy overview of what has been downloaded and what is downloaded. You'll need to create a catalog called uTorrent (example, if the directories are created directly based on my G hard drive), and you'll need
to include the sub-directories you'll call torrent time: This directory will be specific to the files that will be downloaded. Incoming torrent: This directory will be specific to the files that will be downloaded. Torrent Tracker Time: This catalog will be specific to torrent trackers that you downloaded and whose
content is downloaded. incoming torrent tracker: This catalog will be specific to torrent trackers whose content is 100% complete. Location downloaded files Check Put new downloas in the box: And make your way to the G:Utorrent-torrent folder. Check out Ove's completed box loading: Make way to
folder E: Change the reader's letter if it differs). Check the box Only go from the default download directory. Location trackers .torrents File Location .. torrent Check the Store .torrents box in: And give way to the E:Utorrent-temp tracker torrent folder (Change the reader's letter if it differs). Check the Traffic
.torrents field for finished tasks: and give way to the E:Utorrent-inbox tracker torrent (Change the reader's letter if it differs). Connect the Select port tab between 49000 and 49990 before you start downloading. So you don't have to let multiple ports open with a firewall. If you use private torrents, contact
your host to find out which ports are most suitable for use. If you haven't already, check the UPnp Port Display boxes, turn on the NAT-PMP port display, and add an exeption firewall window. Connect Test To learn maximum bandwidth, bandwidth Tab menu bandwidth is one of the most important for
maximizing downloads. Leaving this field by default, you won't limit bandwidth (unlimited). If you leave at 0, it will saturate your bandwidth and you will lose performance. You should limit your internet connection by changing values according to your speed criteria. I advise you never to leave at 0. Here's
my current settings: Global download speed limit it loads. Limit the sending speed when it is not loaded. Total/total speed limit (download). Check the field To apply the speed limit to UTP connections. In theory, the higher the numbers, the better you'll have the ratio, except that if you put too much, then



you'll saturate your connections and your PC resources... The same is the opposite, if these numbers are too low, you won't have any downloads. So it's up to you to find the right settings based on your isp, PC, VPN and... Here are my settings for the UNbundled ADSL line 3 km from the node and
NordVPN, allowing many uTorrent user connections to have a quick download. Number of Connections Global Maximum Number of Connections: This is the total connection limit set with your torrents. If you have 10 torrents sharing, or download. finally active. Then the amount of connections to all
torrents will not exceed the limit written here. If you have 500 active torrents, you'll need a total limit of 5,000 connections, but that's what your computer/internet line allows you to ??? Maximum number of connected nodes per torrent: This is the total connection limit set by the torrent. Here we limit the
number of connections per torrent. It is very important, if not to limit, the most popular torrents will have a huge connection without the knowledge of less navel torrents, which will become impossible to download. Number of slots to download per torrent: Number of slots to download per torrent. Slots allow
other users to download (download) torrents. If for you emmision, exchange, be a source of giver or increase your ratio with private trackers, then greatly increase this value. BitTorrent Tab Basic bitTorrent features to activate both DHT features (even if you only use private torrents) to leave by default.
Encryption Protocol: Because the encryption protocol can be configured in different ways, better understand the possibilities available to you. Here's how the encryption protocol works: When it's disabled: UTorrent doesn't encrypt outbound connections, but accepts encrypted incoming connections. When
enabled: UTorrent will try to encrypt outgoing connections, but will return to unencrypted mode if the connection fails. This option is the most flexible and one that I advise you. When forced: UTorrent will try to encrypt outgoing connections and will not return to unencrypted mode if the connection fails.
Allow incoming out-of-date connections (option Legacy incoming): If you stop it, UTorrent will only agree to connect to BitTorrent users using the encryption protocol. This is the safest option, but it will significantly reduce the number of sources available and therefore download speed. We strongly
recommend that you keep this option checked and do not use encryption (leave on disabled). Encryption protocols are useless because HADOPI only uses your IP address to identify you. You must use a VPN to hide your IP address through a VPN IP address. If you use a VPN, leave it off. VPN Rating
2020 Click Apply after the settings have been changed to save the changes. Transfer the Cap tab. This feature isn't on by default, but if you want to limit your transfers, just check the Enable Transfer Cap box and insert the values you want. Rarely useful for the French, because we have unlimited internet
ads. But this feature quickly becomes useful if, for example, you are on a 4G package via a router or satellite with a monthly limit of 80 or 100 giga ... Tab This tab allows you to customize the number of active torrents on uTorrent. Tail Settings Maximum number of active torrents (download or download):
Maximum limit from the total number of active torrents to download and download. For a 1-mega connection, you'll have to rely on 4/3 - To connect 2 Mega you'll have to rely on 9/8 - To connect 10 mega, you'll have to rely on about 50/100 attention, if you have an old dual core with a small amount of
RAM you'll be limited to your computer's capacity, so these settings need to be adjusted gradually to find the right compromise without overloading. Maximum number of active downloads: Maximum limit on the number of active torrents to download at the same time. You can download 100 at once, if you
put 10, then only 10 will be downloaded and the rest will be in the queue ... The purpose of seeding (defaults): Setting minimum emission ratios (%): Choose the minimum sharing ratio for your torrent if you put 100%, which means you're going to send at least the same amount you downloaded that 1GB
downloaded - 1GB that you're going to send. Obligatoir option if you are in private trackers. Minimum seeding time: Same, but based on time, leave 150% in the exchange settings. Minimum number of seeds available: The minimum number of shares available, if you leave 0, then it will be unlimited
without the limitations of ede temprs or quantity. Sowing tasks have a higher priority than Tasks: Priorities of task sharing When utorrent reaches the seeding goal Once uTorrent reaches its goal, you can limit it by choosing the sending speed. As a reminder: uTorrent is a software that lets you download
whatever you want because people are generous to send them to you. If you want to continue: Do the same !!!! SHARE YOUR FILES WITH A MINIMUM RATIO OF 1:1 Scheduler Tab: Plannifier (disabled) The default planner is off, but if you have to limit your bandwidth for a variety of reasons, you need
to schedule a download. Did you know that UTorrent has an integrated module to organize and manage all of this? We will see the next step more clearly. If you want to activate the planner, you need to check the activation planner field. And you will need to select areas (grey boxes) and specify the level
of emissions and reception, moving on to the next stage. This planner is of paramount importance to me. I put in a full download/download when I don't need my connection (like when I'm at work and at night) and I put in limited mode that I know I need my connection when I watch NetFlix or Toutube. Tab
Schedule: Plannifier (included) You can ask UTorrent to activate the download at a certain time, automatically stop them in others, etc. In the default green grid, click on boxes representing the days to change their color. A legend in the planner. Changes in emission (loading) and receiving (loading) values
depending on the bandwidth you want to allocate during these periods. Dark green: No restrictions. uTorrent will work with these initial settings pre-installed in the tab seen before (the width of the band) Green Claire: Hours in restriction mode you need to enter under (download to send and download)
White: Stopped: Stopped: No activity, utorrent is completely on standby (perfect for times when everyone needs the Internet at home on the way home from work... Rose: Sowing only: No download gear or download, but torrent connections are always exixtante without losing the ticket queue. A better
option than a stopped mode. Turn off DHT when you turn off: disables DHT when you stop uTorrent. Allow all connections to be reduced. Check turn off the DHT at the stop and then click apply. Remote tab: Remote access allows you to control uTorrent remotely without being Pc.  Personally, I use
TeamViewer to control uTorrent when I'm outside through my smartphone. And at home, I use remote desktop windows through another computer. Remote tab: Remote access (included) If you still want to use a remote connection, you need to add a username and password. You will need to know your
IP address to log in (which is complicated because of the VPN and if you don't have a fixed IP). So to enable remote access you need to check the uTorrent remote access box and then enter your IDs and click Apply Play Tab: Stream Reader you just have to choose your favorite player to view freshly cut
torrents... Paired devices: Paired devices allow you to remove devices added to the remote control menu, allowing you to control uTorrent from a tablet, smartphone or game console. Example Devices: Label Tab: Label This tab allows you to automatically categorize your torrents automatically in the
directories that you want... Example: Choose the name and destination of the music automatically at the end of the download! You can create a lot of rules. I'll give you a try. Avanced Tab: Advanced paremetre It's best not to touch the settings in the extended menu, it can destabilize uTorrent and prevent
it from working. Really edgy to the expert according to exisgances of private torrent sites that requires some changes to the proper functioning of trackers. The default UI Extras uTorrent tab gives you some pretty basic search engines, we'll fill this gap by changing the source code. Remove everything that
appears by default in the right hand of the Extras box, you will replace it all with this search engine code. Text file 40 new search engines here. You need to press the Apply button after the search engine code has been replaced. Replace. configurer utorrent avec vpn cyberghost. configurer utorrent avec
vpn avast. comment configurer utorrent avec un vpn
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